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Download it for free. Use it in your website or create art. Campton Font Family - 18 Font 540 In
1993, René Bieder published the René Bieder Old Fashioned Typeface Campton. This is the only font
distributed by René Bieder. This font family version is.ttf. René Bieder Old Fashioned Typeface
Campton is a typeface designed by René Bieder. It was first released in 1993.Campton is a very
robust and full-bodied typeface. It is designed by René Bieder as an update to, and in many ways a
revival of, the great typefaces of the late 19th and early 20th centuries.Campton aims to be modern,
versatile and pleasant to use. Campton is a little bit comic, a little bit cozy, a little bit
playful.Campton is a classic that will not die. Campton is easy to read and easy to work with. In
short, Campton is friendly and no-nonsense.Campton is the font of choice for anyone who wants to
use a definitive, and very handsome, sans serif.Campton is really quite different to Avenir - the
letters are quite rounded. Roma Campton is a dynamic, innovative, and handsome typeface with a
slightly crazy edge to it. It looks great in fancy projects, logos, advertisements, corporate design,
websites, and more. If you're looking for a really nice sans-serif, you can't go wrong with Roma
Campton! Rosa Campton is a free monospaced and proportional typeface family. It features compact
spacing, open counters and a humanist style. Rosa Campton is intended to be used as a substitute
for the roman version of the Lucida family (Lucida Sans Unicode) or . Rosa is inspired by sans serifs
of the 1900s, like Helvetica and Gill Sans. These fonts were designed and published in the 20th
century. Campton Family is a bold and lively sans serif typeface designed by René Bieder, with a
strong European influence. It's to be used for editorial and digital media. It's a very modern typeface
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